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Abstract. For many plant species, seed dispersal is one of the most important spatial demographic processes. We used a diffusion approximation and a spatially explicit simulation model to explore the mechanisms generating seed dispersal kernels for plants dispersed by frugivores. The simulation model combined simple movement and foraging rules with seed gut passage time, plant distribution, and fruit production. A simulation experiment using plant spatial aggregation and frugivore density as factors showed that seed dispersal scale was largely determined by the degree of plant aggregation, whereas kernel shape was mostly dominated by frugivore density. Kernel shapes ranged from fat tailed to thin tailed, but most shapes were between an exponential and that of the solution of a diffusion equation. The proportion of dispersal kernels with fat tails was highest for landscapes with clumped plant distributions and increased with increasing number of dispersers. The diffusion model provides a basis for models including more behavioral details but can also be used to approximate dispersal kernels once a diffusion rate is estimated from animal movement data. Our results suggest that important characteristics of dispersal kernels will depend on the spatial pattern of plant distribution and on disperser density when frugivores mediate seed dispersal. Key words: animal movement; diffusion model; frugivory; kernel shape; landscape; plant and frugivore distribution; seed dispersal; spatial ecology; spatially explicit simulation.



INTRODUCTION For many plant species, seed dispersal is one of the most important spatial demographic processes, directly inﬂuencing the colonization of new habitats, population dynamics, genetic differentiation, and species interactions, as well as community structure and diversity (Nathan and Muller-Landau 2000, Levin et al. 2003, Levine and Murrell 2003). The probability of a seed being deposited at a particular distance from the parent plant can be described by functions called dispersal kernels (Nathan and Muller-Landau 2000). The characteristics of these kernels, in particular their scale and shape, can have signiﬁcant ecological consequences. Mean dispersal distance and its variance set the spatial scale of dispersal, which, depending on the scale of individual interactions, can alter population dynamics, carrying capacity, and the coexistence of competitors (Bolker and Pacala 1999, Law et al. 2003, Snyder and Chesson 2003). Kernel shape can be summarized by its kurtosis, which indicates how the probability density is distributed among the peak and tails of the whole distribution. In nature, dispersal kernels often are Manuscript received 17 June 2005; revised 28 October 2005; accepted 6 December 2005. Corresponding Editor: E. Siemann. 3 Present address: The Statistical Laboratory, Centre for Mathematical Sciences, Wilberforce Road, Cambridge CB3 0WB UK. E-mail: [email protected] 4 Present address: University of Washington, 528 Kincaid Hall, Box 351800, Seattle, Washington 98115 USA.



leptokurtic, with a sharp peak near the point of origin and a long tail (Kot et al. 1996). Leptokurtosis can greatly increase the rate of spread of an invading organism or allele, and has been hypothesized to explain otherwise surprisingly fast rates of spread (Kot et al. 1996, Cain et al. 1998, Clark et al. 2001). Moreover, if the dispersal kernel is ‘‘fat’’ (i.e., its tail decays with distance at a slower rate than an exponential), invasion can progress with jumps, and with increasing rather than constant speed (Kot et al. 1996). What ecological mechanisms are behind the main attributes of dispersal kernels? Frugivorous (i.e., fruiteating) animals are the dominant seed dispersers for woody plant species in many temperate and tropical communities (Herrera 2002; see Plate 1). For these plants, seed dispersal kernels are a function of frugivore movement and gut passage (or regurgitation) times for seeds (Murray 1988, Schupp 1993). Assuming that, after consuming fruit, animals perform a random walk, it is possible to approximate movement with a diffusion equation (Turchin 1998). The solution of the diffusion equation can then be combined with a probability density function for gut passage time for seeds in order to solve for the distances at which they would be deposited. However, diffusion may be a poor approximation for frugivore movements (Holbrook and Smith 2000, Westcott and Graham 2000, Wenny 2001), especially at the small temporal scales deﬁned by gut passage times. Furthermore, animals may detect and
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PLATE 1. Dendroica tigrina feeding on the fruits of Trema lamarkiana in Maricao, Puerto Rico. This Neotropical migrant feeds commonly on nectar and fruit in its Neotropical wintering grounds. Photo credit: T. A. Carlo.



track fruit abundance at several spatial and/or temporal scales (Levey 1988, Aukema and Martı´ nez and del Rio 2002, Kwit et al. 2004, Saracco et al. 2004). Thus, we expect that the spatial pattern of plant distribution will feed back into the characteristics of seed dispersal kernels via its effects on frugivore movements. In addition, frugivore density may also affect seed dispersal because fruit distribution and abundance would change as fruit ripens and animals track and consume them. Despite these expected connections among plant distribution, frugivore density, and dispersal, most theoretical studies set the characteristics of dispersal kernels ﬁrst and then ask about ecological or evolutionary consequences. Interestingly, the consequences of dispersal, whether ecological or evolutionary, almost inevitably would be mediated by its effects on the spatial distribution of individuals. However, the arguments in the preceding paragraph suggest that, at least for animal-dispersed plants, changes in spatial aggregation of plants could change dispersal kernels. What kind of



changes should we expect? Would there be changes in both scale and shape? How would frugivore density affect these changes? To answer these questions, and in order to draw links between seed dispersal and plant population dynamics, we need a mechanistic understanding of frugivore-generated dispersal kernels. Toward this goal, we formulated a diffusion model as a baseline and then developed a spatially explicit stochastic model that simulated frugivores feeding on fruit and dispersing seeds in a plant population. We found that seed dispersal scale was largely determined by the degree of plant aggregation, whereas kernel shape was mostly dominated by frugivore density. MATERIALS



AND



METHODS



Diffusion model We ﬁrst present a diffusion model as outlined in the Introduction. This model can be considered as a ‘‘null model’’ to be compared with the simulation models,
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which relax some of the assumptions that make the diffusion model mathematically tractable. According to this model, a bird consumes fruit and then starts a random walk, approximated by a diffusion equation:  2  ]nðx; y; tÞ ] n ]2 n ¼D ð1Þ þ ]t ]x2 ]y2 where n(x, y, t) is the probability of finding the individual near coordinates (x, y), assuming initial coordinates (0, 0) and given that it has been moving during time t with diffusion rate Dq (Turchin 1998). Defining displacement ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ ﬃ



distance as r ¼ Eq. 1 is



ðx  x0 Þ2 þ ðy  y0 Þ2 , the solution for



nðr; tÞ ¼



  r r2 exp  : 2Dt 4Dt



ð2Þ



The seeds will travel with the animal for a period of time given by gut passage time (Murray 1988, Wahaj et al. 1998). Gut passage time for seeds can be described by a Gamma distribution: 1 gðtÞ ¼ ðt=bÞa1 expðt=bÞ ð3Þ bCðaÞ where a and b are the shape and scale parameters, respectively. We solved for the seed dispersal kernel f(r) by integrating over time the product of the displacement probability density, Eq. 2, and the probability density for gut passage time, Eq. 3: Z ‘ f ðrÞ ¼ nðr; tÞgðtÞ dt ð4Þ 0



 a   2 1 kr 2aKðgÞ ðkrÞ  krKðgþ1Þ ðkrÞ ð5Þ rCðaÞ 2 pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ where k ¼ 1=bD and K(g)() are modified Bessel functions of the second kind of order (g). Eq. 5 can be evaluated numerically to show how dispersal kernels change with changes in gut passage time and with diffusion rate (see Results). Other studies have used similar methods to model dispersal when individuals settle after moving for a variable amount of time (Turchin and Thoeny 1993, Yamamura 2002). f ðrÞ ¼ 



Simulation model We developed a spatially explicit, event-driven, stochastic simulation of bird foraging and fruit production. Here we present a summary of the model, but a full description, together with default parameter values, can be found in Appendix A. Our choice of functional forms and parameter values was guided by behavioral observations and data reported in the literature, although some aspects were chosen for simplicity and ﬂexibility. The importance of most assumptions was assessed with a sensitivity analysis (Appendix B). Simulated birds spent a variable amount of time (sampled from a probability distribution) perching and eating at fruiting plants. We kept perching time independent of fruit abundance because many factors other than resource
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availability can inﬂuence how much time a bird spends at a perch. For example, birds might be chased by other birds, be ‘‘on the move’’ to avoid predators, or perch for a while to rest. Fruit consumption followed a hyperbolic functional response, but was kept within the limits of gut size. For simplicity, animals moved from plant to plant in straight lines and at constant speed. When choosing where to perch next, individuals sampled from an attraction distribution that was compiled by weighting fruit abundance and distance from current location (i.e., attraction increased with number of fruits and decreased with distance). Each fruit was assumed to contain a single seed, and after ingestion, gut passage time was sampled from a Gamma distribution with mean and SD of 27 6 15 minutes. The scale and shape of this Gamma were chosen to match gut passage rates of seeds reported from several frugivorous bird species (Murray 1988, Wahaj et al. 1998). To ease computations, all seeds from a frugivory event had identical gut passage time. Birds defecated seeds at the time dictated by gut passage time, irrespective of whether the animals were perching or ﬂying. The program recorded the spatial coordinates of each dispersed seed, as well as the identity of the mother plant. Simulated birds kept moving, eating, and dispersing seeds until they accumulated 6 hours of daily activity. At the end of each simulated day, every plant produced new ripe fruits according to a regrowth model. We varied the degree of aggregation in plant distributions on simulated landscapes using a Neyman-Scott cluster point process (Appendix A). Simulated landscapes were composed of 200 clusters and a total of 1000 plants distributed over a 5000 3 5000 m area. Simulation experiment We performed simulation experiments following a factorial design. We varied number of birds in the landscape (1, 10, and 100) and the degree of aggregation of plants in the landscape. For each combination of factors, we ran 30 replicates with a new landscape for each replicate. Each bird started the simulations at a randomly chosen plant. During 30 simulated days, the program kept track of the number of fruits removed per plant and the dispersal distances of seeds. As stated in the Introduction, both scale and shape of dispersal kernels are of particular interest, given their potential inﬂuences on ecological and evolutionary processes. We quantiﬁed these properties of dispersal by both sample statistics (mean and kurtosis) and by ﬁtting Weibull distributions to dispersal distances. Mean dispersal distance was calculated for all plants that dispersed seeds, but we only considered plants with at least 10 fruits removed for kurtosis and the ﬁt of Weibull distributions. Maximum likelihood was used to ﬁt the Weibull distributions using the density function: WðrÞ ¼ jmr m1 expbjr m c



ð6Þ



where j is a scale parameter and m is a shape parameter. Note that when m ¼ 2, this is the same as Eq. 2, with j ¼
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FIG. 1. (a, c) Gut passage time densities and (b, d) the corresponding seed dispersal kernels, assuming different diffusion rates by dispersers. Gut passage time is given by a Gamma distribution (Eq. 3). Panel (a) has parameter values 10.0 for scale and 1.0 for shape. Panel (c) has 9.0 for scale and 3.0 for shape. Seed dispersal kernels are given by Eq. 5. Diffusion rate is 100 m2/min for thin lines, 500 for thick lines, and 1000 for thicker lines. Inserts in (b) and (d) show probability densities, in log scale, at large distances.



1/4Dt. For m ¼ 1, the distribution has an exponential tail, and when m , 1, the distribution has a fat tail. Thus, the Weibull distribution has a very ﬂexible shape that may approximate a variety of dispersal kernels. To quantify how the movement of simulated animals differed from a simple diffusion, we calculated effective diffusion rates of birds at different time intervals from their mean squared displacement (Turchin 1998, Morales 2002). Effective diffusion rate indicated how fast individuals would have had to diffuse in order to match observed mean squared displacement. Effective diffusion rate at time t was deﬁned as Dt ¼ R2t =4t, where R2t is the squared displacement after moving during time t, averaged over all individuals. RESULTS Diffusion model Gut passage time and diffusion rate can combine to generate a variety of seed dispersal kernels (Fig. 1), with scale determined mostly by diffusion rate and shape governed by gut passage time. The solution for the diffusion model (Eq. 5, Fig. 1), shows that increasing either or both the scale and shape parameters (a and b) in the gut passage time distribution and/or increasing the diffusion rate of animals (D) resulted in increasing



dispersal distance. The tails of the seed dispersal kernels produced by the diffusion model are always exponential (e.g., inserts in Fig. 1), and of course, there was no relationship between landscape characteristics and dispersal kernels. Simulation model Relaxing the random-walk assumption using the simulation model resulted in both the spatial distribution of plants and the density of dispersers having important effects on the characteristics of seed dispersal kernels. Mean dispersal distance increased with the number of dispersers and decreased as plants were more aggregated. However, there was little difference in mean dispersal distances when one or 10 frugivores were available. Also, there was little difference among the least clustered landscapes (Fig. 2a). A ﬁxed-effects twoway ANOVA with number of dispersers and degree of aggregation in plants as factors showed that 89.01% of the variation in mean dispersal distance was related to the spatial aggregation of plants (SS ¼ 403130.4, F3, 348 ¼ 2708.99). The number of frugivores explained 6.84% of the variation (SS ¼ 30988.71, F2, 348 ¼ 312.36), and the interaction explained 0.33% (SS ¼ 1515.97, F6, 348 ¼ 252.66). Kurtosis in dispersal distance increased with increasing number of dispersers and with increasing
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138 328 plants with more than 10 fruits removed (Appendix C). Inspection of shape parameters indicated that kernels ranged from fat tailed (m , 1) to very thin tailed (m . 3), but most values were between 1 and 2, which correspond, respectively, to an exponential distribution (m ¼ 1), and the solution of simple diffusion (m ¼ 2; Eq. 2). The percentage of dispersal kernels with fat tails was highest for landscapes with the most clumped plant distributions, and increased with increasing number of dispersers (3.38% for one disperser; 5.07% for 10 dispersers; and 16.21% for 100). All other landscape and disperser density combinations had ,2% of fat-tailed dispersal kernels (Appendix C: Fig. C1). Frugivore movements and landscape structure The effective diffusion rate of simulated animals changed with time. In general, effective diffusion decreased sharply during the ﬁrst few minutes of simulation and then increased to a maximum rate at about 10–20 minutes, followed by a smooth decline (Fig. 3a, b). Effective diffusion rates increased with the number of dispersers and decreased with increasing the degree of aggregation of plants (Fig. 3a, b). These changes in effective diffusion rate according to varying landscape properties and number of dispersers can explain some of the differences in dispersal kernels. Seed dispersal kernels that were calculated by plugging in averaged effective diffusion rate as D into Eq. 5 were similar to averaged dispersal kernels ﬁtted to simulated data (Fig. 3c, d), but there were considerable differences at the tails of the distributions (inserts in Fig. 3c, d). Sensitivity analysis



FIG. 2. Changes in dispersal distance and kurtosis. (a) Dispersal (mean 6 SD) was shortest for highly clumped landscapes (circles), and increased with increasing number of frugivores. (b) Kurtosis (mean 6 SD) increased with increasing spatial aggregation of plants and with frugivore density. Data are from 30 replicates for each combination of landscape and number of frugivores (1, 10, or 100 dispersers).



spatial aggregation in plants (Fig. 2b). The number of dispersers accounted for 62.43% of the variability in kurtosis (SS ¼ 765.37, F2, 348 ¼ 727.11). The spatial aggregation of plants explained 18.23% (SS ¼ 223.57, F3, 348 ¼ 141.59), and the interaction explained 0.04% (SS ¼ 53.97, F6, 348 ¼ 17.09). The variability in dispersal distances was well described by Weibull distributions for 96.58% of the



The sensitivity analysis identiﬁed scale of perching time and scale and shape of gut passage time as the parameters with larger main effects on average dispersal distance (main effects are expected variance reduction in model output due to ﬁxing a parameter while varying all other parameters). Total sensitivity for average dispersal distance (i.e., the sum of all the sensitivity indices, including all of the interaction effects) was largest for the parameter governing the scale of the distribution of perching time, followed by plant spatial aggregation and scale of gut passage time. However, shape of perching and gut passage, together with maximum gut capacity, were also important. Main effects on kurtosis of dispersal distances were largest for shape and scale of gut passage time, followed by number of frugivores. Total sensitivity for kurtosis was greater for gut passage time parameters, followed by number of frugivores. Perching time parameters and maximum gut capacity also had important total sensitivity values (Appendix B: Table B1). DISCUSSION Theoretical studies have shown that both the scale and shape of dispersal kernels can affect many
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FIG. 3. (a, b) Changes in ‘‘effective diffusion’’ with time for animals in different landscapes, and (c, d) comparison between averaged dispersal kernels from simulations with kernels from Eq. 5, using mean effective diffusion as parameter D. Results are for 10 individuals (a, c) and 100 individuals (b, d). Solid circles in (a) and (b) are for highly clustered landscapes (e.g., Appendix A: Fig. A1a), and open circles are for the least aggregated landscapes (e.g., Appendix A: Fig. A1d). Averaged kernels are in thin lines for the highly clustered landscapes and in thick lines for the least aggregated ones. Kernels obtained from Eq. 5 with averaged effective diffusion as D, are in dash-dot lines for clustered landscapes and in dotted lines for the least aggregated ones. Inserts in (c) and (d) show probability densities, in log scale, for large distances.



ecological processes (Kot et al. 1996, Bolker and Pacala 1999, Law et al. 2003, Levin et al. 2003, Levine and Murrell 2003, Snyder and Chesson 2003). Here we focus on bird-dispersed plants, a prevalent species group in many temperate and tropical woody plant communities (Herrera 2002). We started with a mathematically tractable diffusion model to explore how different seed dispersal kernels were produced by combining bird movement rates and gut passage times of seeds (Eq. 5 and Fig. 1). We followed with a spatially explicit simulation model, in which the unrealistic assumption of random-walk movement by frugivorous birds was relaxed. The simulation model also differed from the diffusion model in that it included more elements of the complex plant–frugivore seed dispersal interaction such as plant fruit production rates, crop size effects on bird visitation, and limits to the intake of fruits per plant visit. Both models were used to explore the mechanisms



generating seed dispersal kernels for plants dispersed by frugivores. Equipped with simple, stochastic movement rules, simulated birds adjusted their movements to the dynamics of different landscapes, which translated into differences in the scale and shape of dispersal kernels. The scale of dispersal kernels was largely inﬂuenced by the degree of plant aggregation, whereas kernel shape was mostly dominated by frugivore density (Fig. 2). Overall, mean dispersal distances were reduced as plant spatial aggregation increased, because simulated birds were retained in areas of high plant (and fruit) density. However, the changes in mean dispersal distances were not linearly related to the degree of plant aggregation (Fig. 2a); probably due to an interaction between movements and gut passage time. Changes in kernel shape are revealed by the average kurtosis of kernels, which increased with plant aggrega-
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tion but were strongly affected by frugivore density (Fig. 2b). Similarly, Weibull distributions ﬁtted to seed dispersal distance data showed increased percentages of kernels with fat tails at high levels of frugivore density and plant aggregation (Appendix C: Fig. C1). High frugivore density resulted in resources being depleted locally, which, combined with a highly clustered landscape, caused simulated birds to make occasional long moves among clusters. The sensitivity analysis showed that both average kurtosis and mean dispersal distance were mainly inﬂuenced by the parameters of the distributions of perching time and gut passage time. Clearly, if birds stay long at perches, they will not be far from where they consumed fruits by the time seeds are deposited. Also, the longer seeds take to go through the gut, the greater the dispersal distance (Fig. 1), and if plants are clustered, birds can move short distances while foraging. Finally, when the distribution of gut passage time has a long tail, some seeds can travel within birds for long time, potentially dispersing far away from the mother plant. Maximum gut capacity was also important for mean dispersal distance and average kurtosis. Large gut capacity eases the constraint in fruit consumption and can be analogous to increasing frugivore density because, in both cases, local resources could be quickly depleted, promoting movement and thus increasing mean dispersal distances. Conveniently, all of these variables can be measured with relative ease in the ﬁeld when compared to quantifying plant attractivity based on distances and fruit crop sizes (which turned out to be less important, although not negligible; Appendix B: Table B1). The diffusion model showed how gut passage time can interact with frugivore movement rates to produce different kernels (Eq. 5 and Fig. 1). This diffusion model not only can serve as a yardstick for models including more behavioral details, but also can be useful for approximating seed dispersal kernels once a rate of ‘‘effective diffusion’’ is estimated from empirical data or more complex models. This can be done by replacing D in Eq. 5 by the diffusion rate needed to match the squared displacement of simulated (or observed) animals (Fig. 3). Thus, different landscapes and frugivore densities would mean different effective diffusion rates, which would translate into different seed dispersal kernels. However, the tail of the dispersal kernels calculated from Eq. 5 will always be exponential (e.g., inserts in Fig. 1), which contrasts with the range of tail shapes, from fat to thin, that were observed in the simulation model (Appendix C: Fig. C1, and inserts in Fig. 3c, d). Nevertheless, kernel tails usually can be safely ignored for the study of plant population dynamics and species coexistence (Snyder and Chesson 2003). Details of kernel kurtosis and tail ‘‘fatness’’ are usually more relevant for the study of plant invasions and for modeling responses of plant communities to climate change (Levin et al. 2003).
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To our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst modeling effort linking plant distribution and frugivore movement behavior (modulated also by fruit production and animal density) to properties of seed dispersal kernels. Seeking generality and tractability, we made some simplifying assumptions and there are reasons to suspect that other behavioral details could further affect kernels. Still, we believe that adding more behavioral detail would increase, rather than decrease, the effects of plant distribution and frugivore density on seed dispersal kernels. For example, Wenny and Levey (1998) showed how male Three-wattled Bellbirds (Procnias tricarunculata) dispersed seeds of Ocotea endresiana to suitable microsites because they preferred perches in forest gaps for singing. Also, Carlo (2005) found that territorial behavior at some types of plant neighborhoods increased the spatial diffusion of seeds. The presence of other co-fruiting plant species can affect frugivore movements, causing interspeciﬁc seeds to gravitate toward one another or stay segregated, depending on dietary preferences of frugivores (Clark et al. 2004, Carlo and Aukema 2005). Finally, birds have spatial memory and show regularities in their movements, even within home ranges (Westcott and Graham 2000). Although different behaviors can alter seed dispersal, the validity of our ﬁndings should be quite general because as long as frugivores are able track resources, their movement will be related to the spatial distribution of fruiting plants. Also, if plants do not offer an unlimited supply of fruit, local depletion related to frugivore density would force animals to alternate between localized movement within a fruiting patch and longer moves between patches. Most theoretical studies set the characteristics of kernels ﬁrst and then examine ecological and/or evolutionary consequences. Studies have shown that the behavior of individuals and the properties of landscapes can interact to produce different animal movement patterns (Morales 2002, Morales et al. 2004, Levey et al. 2005). Our models suggest that plant distribution patterns would feed back into the characteristics of dispersal kernels of frugivore-dispersed plants. Furthermore, the nature of this feedback most likely would be modulated by frugivore density. How would the linkage between spatial pattern and seed dispersal affect plant population dynamics? Clumped spatial distribution of plants resulted in shorter dispersal distances, which in theory should promote aggregation and increase competition. However, we found that a fraction of seed dispersal kernels in highly aggregated landscapes had fat tails, especially when frugivore density was also high. This potentially could take seeds far from crowded sites, creating new clusters of plants. Thus, the link between the spatial distribution of plants and properties of the seed dispersal kernels has the potential to create interesting plant population dynamics and deserves rigorous study. Understanding the relationships among frugivore movement, seed dispersal, and spatial hetero-
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APPENDIX A Model description (Ecological Archives E087-088-A1).



APPENDIX B Sensitivity analysis (Ecological Archives E087-088-A2).



APPENDIX C Scales and shapes of seed dispersal kernels (Ecological Archives E087-088-A3).
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